The karyosphere during late oogenesis in Rana ridibunda.
The organization of the nucleus in the oocytes of Rana ridibunda was examined during late diplotene at the light and electron microscopic level. At this stage the chromosomes are relatively condensed and assembled in the centre of the nucleus, constituting a karyosphere. The chromosomes here are associated with the central "protein sphere" (15--20 microns in diameter), obviously at their telomeres. Numerous nucleoli are accumulated around the chromosomes, forming a karyosphere capsule and contain segregated fibrillar and granular components; structures resembling perinucleolar chromatin and fibrillar bodies (spherules) are associated with the nucleoli. Granules 30 to 40 nm in diameter are seen to surround the fibrillar spherules. "Nucleolus-like bodies" consisting of granules 10 to 15 nm in diameter which are embedded in finely fibrillar material are often associated in contact with the chromosomes. The central sphere is an accumulation of annular structures similar to those of the pore complexes of the nuclear envelope. These structures are bound to the chromosome material, the "nucleolus-like bodies" and the fibrillar bodies. A participation of "nucleolus-like bodies" in the formation of the central sphere is suggested. A possible role of the nuclear protein matrix in the construction of the karyosphere elements is discussed.